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Higher education should not be evaluated based on good or bad outcomes, but rather based on value added. Education can add substantial value even while producing unappealing outcomes, because those outcomes may still be better than realistic alternatives after considering heterogeneity in student populations. Conversely, education can fail even while producing attractive outcomes if a realistic alternative could have added more value.

Patients entering the intensive care unit (ICU) of a hospital are likely to die much sooner than individuals who never walk into a hospital. This is not because ICUs kill people, but rather because sick people come to hospitals seeking medical attention. The sickest are moved to the ICU, where they can receive the higher cost and higher quality treatment they need.

If hospitals were evaluated based purely on outcomes, without taking into account differences in patient health before they walked in the door, the best hospital in the country would be the one that only treated people who were healthy. The worst hospital in the country would be one that treated patients with the most serious conditions and the greatest need for healthcare. If a hospital wanted to move up the rankings, it would behoove that hospital to find and treat only the healthiest patients while avoiding those who actually needed healthcare.

Imagine if raw outcomes not only determined rankings, but if these rankings in turn determined the resource available to each hospital. Over time, the hospitals that served the healthiest patients would have the most resources, while the hospitals that served the sickest patients would have the fewest.

Although this approach to evaluating healthcare providers may sound perverse, it is a close approximation of the approach that is routinely used to evaluate institutions of higher learning.

Elite institutions—those that serve primarily students with high standardized test scores, excellent primary and secondary schooling, strong motivation, and rich,
powerful, and well-connected families—are assumed to add the most value. This is because their students have the best outcomes: the highest completion rates, the best chances of finding a job, the highest pay, the lowest debt burdens, and the lowest chances of defaulting on their debts. Because of the perception that good outcomes are caused by elite institutions, elite institutions can charge the highest tuition, offer the least scholarship, and still attract the best students. Because elite institutions have the most resources, they can attract the best faculty and staff, build the best facilities, and provide a very high quality education. But the kinds of students elite institutions serve would arguably have equally good outcomes if those students attended less selective but equally well-resourced institutions.1

Conversely, many institutions' graduates have less attractive outcomes—lower completion rates, lower employment rates, lower pay, higher debt burdens, and higher student loan default rates.2 These institutions are often assumed to do less to help their students, even though these institutions typically serve students who faced many challenges before they arrived at college or graduate school—lower standardized test scores, weaker academic preparation, lower levels of motivation, and less educated and wealthy families.3 It is far from clear that such students would have better outcomes if they could have attended a more selective institution with similarly limited resources. But because poor outcomes for these students are perceived to be caused by the institutions they attend, the institutions that serve them have a harder time attracting students and must offer their services at a lower price—lower tuition, or higher discount, rates. As a result, these institutions have fewer resources and struggle to improve the quality of services they can provide.

Evaluating institutions of higher learning based on the final product—a combination of incoming credentials of students and value added—makes sense in some contexts. For example, employers may simply want to hire the best employees available for any given wage. They do not care whether those employees are the best because of the value added by an educational institution or because those employees had pre-education characteristics that made excellence a foregone conclusion.

But evaluating institutions of higher learning based on outcomes, as opposed to value added, makes far less sense for prospective students and for policy makers when private and public sources pay for education and expect it to provide some value in return (however they define value). It does not necessarily make sense for institutions with the best incoming students and the best outcomes to charge the highest prices and have the most resources because those institutions may not always add the most value. Similarly, institutions with bad outcomes that serve
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riskier students may add a great deal of value compared to the alternative and should not necessarily charge the lowest prices or have the fewest resources.

Education consumes resources. It also provides value. The critical question is whether the marginal value provided is greater than marginal costs, and where the next dollar of investment can do the most good.4

Shifting from an approach that focuses on outcomes to an approach that focuses on value added can help us conduct the kinds of analyses that can answer critical questions for students, educators, and policy makers.

A value-added approach depends fundamentally on recognizing that different institutions serve different populations of students, and that many factors besides differences in quality of education contribute to differences in outcomes. To understand the quality of education, we must understand how differences in student characteristics, macroeconomic conditions, or other factors affect student outcomes.

The relevant question is not, “Will education make this student as or more successful than another student?” Instead, the relevant question is, “Will this student be more successful with more education than he or she would have been with less?” A large body of research focusing on identical twins routinely shows that the twin with more education earns more than the twin with less.5 But increased income is not enough. The increase must justify the costs of additional education.

Another important question is whether a particular kind of education or a particular institution provides the greatest value to a particular kind of student. In other words, it may be impossible for a single linear ranking of institutions to reflect the relative value of each of those institutions to all potential students. Different rankings that are tailored to different segments of the student population may be more sensible.6
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4. This applies not only to education, but also to all public and private investments. If the marginal return to education is higher than the marginal return to other investments, more resources should be shifted toward education. Michael Simkovic, The Knowledge Tax, 82 U. CHI. L. REV. 1981 (2015).


6. For example, the value added by a law degree may typically be higher for students who majored in humanities and social sciences than for students who majored in STEM subjects, although both groups seem to benefit relative to a terminal bachelor’s degree. MICHAEL SIMKOVIC & FRANK McINTYRE, VALUE OF A LAW DEGREE BY COLLEGE MAJOR (2016), http://papers.ssrn.com/
Assuming declining marginal returns to education and increasing marginal costs, the optimal level of investment in education, both for the individual and for society as a whole, is the point at which the marginal return and marginal cost of additional investment in education are equal.

What this means is that at the optimal level of investment in education, there will be marginal students whose education costs them roughly about as much as the benefit it provides. If outcomes were perfectly predictable, the last student educated would be the one for whom education provided just as much benefit as it cost (or just slightly more benefit than cost). But because of variability in outcomes that is not predictable ex ante, an ex ante efficient level of investment in education will lead to marginal cost and marginal benefits being equal only in expectation. Ex post, some students will pay more than the value they receive.

Similarly, there will be marginal institutions where the benefits of education will be roughly equal to the costs, with some students gaining from their educations and some students losing. As long as there is no other institution that could take those same students and provide a higher benefit at equal cost, or an equal benefit at lower cost, then such institutions must exist for there to be an efficient level of investment in education. Although policy makers might be tempted to shut down such a marginal institution, that would be a mistake. It would lead to inefficient underinvestment in education.

Some may wonder how it is possible to simultaneously have underinvestment in education and also have highly educated individuals who are unemployed.

Some unemployment is necessary in a market economy to facilitate matching of employers and employees.7 Keynesian economists speak of a “natural rate of unemployment” and more mainstream macroeconomists discuss tradeoffs between unemployment and inflation, accepting that neither unemployment nor inflation can be reduced to zero.8 Just as equipment or machinery generally cannot be utilized


at full capacity 100% of the time, it would be rare to find an individual who will go through his or her entire career without a period of unemployment.9

Estimates of higher education earnings premiums can—and often do—incorporate periods of unemployment.10 The likelihood of unemployment and the length of unemployment are typically lower for those with higher levels of education than for those with lower levels of education, especially after controlling for age, experience, and other demographic characteristics.11 Younger workers typically have higher unemployment rates than mid-career workers, but among the younger workers, those with higher levels of education are more likely to be employed.12 This also holds true for experienced workers, and continued to hold for young graduates during the recent recession.13

A related question is how there can be underinvestment in education when some highly educated individuals are “underemployed”—that is, working in jobs that are typically occupied by individuals with a lower level of education than themselves and do not officially require their level of education.

Workers who appear to be “underemployed” or “overeducated” often need higher levels of education to obtain the same outcomes as some less educated workers. This is because the “overeducated” workers generally may have less helpful social connections or characteristics (other than education level) associated with lower earnings. Additional education helps compensate for these disadvantages.14


After properly controlling for differences in earning potential prior to higher education, those with higher levels of education are more likely to be employed full time and earn more per hour of work, even including the underemployed.\footnote{Simkovic, \textit{supra} note 13, at 532–33. The relationship between level of education, wages, and employment holds true as education increases at each incremental level between grade school and a post baccalaureate professional degree. Thus, an associate’s degree holder will typically earn more and face lower risk of unemployment than a similar high school degree holder. A master’s degree holder will typically earn more and face lower risk of unemployment than a similar bachelor’s degree holder, and a PhD or Professional degree holder will typically earn more and face lower risk of unemployment than a similar Master’s degree holder. (On some measures, Professional degree holders outperform PhD holders, although those with PhDs typically have more years of schooling than those with Professional degrees.)}

Labor economists have long rejected efforts to determine whether there is a “shortage” or “surplus” of education by reference to job openings or projections for specific types of jobs, instead favoring earnings premiums as the better measure.\footnote{See Richard B. Freeman, \textit{Is a Great Labor Shortage Coming? Replacement Demand in the Global Economy} 3 (Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 12541, 2006) (“[BLS] projections of future demands for skills lack the reliability to guide policies on skill development.”); Michael W. Horrigan, \textit{Employment Projections to 2012: Concepts and Context}, MONTHLY LAB. REV., Feb. 2004, at 3, 15–16 (“The general problem with [projections for] specific occupations over the next 10 years is the difficulty of projecting . . . dynamic labor market responses . . . . [E]ducation earnings premiums speak to a general preference on the part of employers to hire those with skills associated with higher levels of education.”); Frank McIntyre & Michael Simkovic, \textit{Timing Law School}, 14 J. EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUD. (2017) (finding that BLS projected job openings for lawyers do not predict law graduate outcomes).} Job opening projections are notoriously inaccurate, and the benefits of education extend across multiple occupations and industries.\footnote{See David Neumark et al., \textit{Future Skill Shortages in the U.S. Economy?}, 32 ECON. EDUC. REV. 151, 155 tbl.2 (2013); see also Simkovic & McIntyre, \textit{supra} note 10, at 252 n.2 (finding a substantial law degree earnings premium, including 40% of law degree holders who were not practicing law).} Within every occupational category, those with higher levels of education typically earn more than those with less, including those who are underemployed.\footnote{Neumark et al., \textit{supra} note 17, at 156 (“[F]or nearly every occupational grouping, wage returns are higher for more highly educated workers even when BLS does not categorize the higher level of education as required. For example . . . for management occupations, the estimated coefficients for [professional degrees] are all above the estimated coefficient for a Bachelor’s degree, which is the BLS required level.”.)}

Holding all else equal, the more predictable that value added becomes ex ante, the smaller the proportion of students who will need to lose from investment in education ex post at an efficient level of investment.

Another implication is that it might be easier to approach the efficient level of investment in education if the government: first, helps pay for education to the extent it derives benefits from education such as higher tax revenue; and, second, provides insurance to mitigate unpredictable and uncontrollable risks of investment in higher education. Subsidies and public insurance should be structured so that the likelihood of any individual student actually losing money is minimized while in
expectation the marginal student provides benefits and costs to the government that are equal.

Another implication is that some outcomes that are often regarded as failures might still be adding value. If a student fails to complete a program of study, but the additional years of education he or she completed prior to dropping out improve his or her earning potential by more than those years’ cost, then that education still adds value for that non-completing student. Conversely, completion may destroy value if the program completed has high costs and low benefits.

Similarly, student loan defaults are often regarded as a failure. But if the marginal benefits the government receives in the form of partial repayment of student loans, higher tax revenues, and lower social welfare spending exceed the cost of extending the loan in the first place, then the student loan is a success. Indeed, from the perspective of taxpayers, anything less than a 100% loss rate on student loans might be a success compared to full public funding for education because loans, unlike grants, will be at least partially repaid. Increasing public funding for education makes sense when the benefits to the public exceed the costs. Increased public funding might allow for a higher quality of education per student or enable more students to be educated. Either effect could benefit the public by increasing tax revenue, lowering social welfare spending, or providing some other public benefit. Conversely, even if student loans are repaid in full—for example, with help from family—but the program of education is costly and provides few benefits, the underlying degree could still be a poor private investment.

Still, another implication is that educational resources should not be allocated according to simple heuristics—the best outcomes, the worst outcomes, equal outcomes for all students—but rather, should be spent where they can provide the most value on the margin.

If our social welfare function prefers equality of incomes and not simply higher incomes for all, then we should still ask whether it might be more efficient to achieve greater equality through taxation and redistribution rather than through changes in the allocation of education spending. If the marginal returns to education really are higher for those from more privileged backgrounds, then, political economy permitting, more educational benefits could be directed toward the privileged, with redistribution handled through taxation and transfer programs.19

Another important implication is that the only way to determine whether education costs too much or too little is in reference to the marginal benefits of a dollar of additional education spending and the marginal costs of a dollar of spending cuts. If a dollar increase in tuition and education spending will increase the value of the education by a dollar and a penny, then tuition should go up. If a dollar cut in tuition will decrease the value of education by ninety-nine cents, then tuition should go down.

The fact that higher education costs more than it used to cost several decades ago is neither surprising nor is it a cause for alarm. The value of education is also much higher today than it was several decades ago. Higher education earnings premiums are higher on an annual basis. They likely last longer, since life expectancy among the educated is longer. Interest rates are lower, so the same stream of future benefits is worth more in present value terms. Within race and institution type, completion rates have increased. In sum, there are many signs that increases in the cost of education parallel increases in its quality and value added.

By contrast, stories about market or regulatory failures leading to runaway costs seem implausible given the very large number of educational institutions—literally thousands—and the decentralized regulation thereof through state accreditation agencies, and the intense competition between institutions for students. This competition often takes the form of competition on price through
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scholarships.26 Such competition can keep the costs of education down and lead to more of the surplus going to students.27

Throughout this Essay, I have discussed “costs” and “benefits” without specifying what they mean. Although most people would probably agree that benefits include increases in earnings and costs include lower earnings while in school and paying tuition, many people would not consider those the only benefits and costs. According to some perspectives, they are not even the most important ones.

Whatever values are used to judge the costs and benefits of education, we need some way to trade them off against each other, unless one particular cost or benefit—and only one—is infinitely large. Reducing these costs and benefits to dollars makes tradeoffs possible.

Once we can measure costs and benefits, and once we think in terms of value added, causation, and tradeoffs, the process of making progress in higher education policy can begin.


27. See Lapovsky, supra note 26, at 63 (finding that the discount rate—“defined as institutional financial aid dollars divided by the gross tuition and fee revenue”—has increased, on average, from 27.7% to 37.3% from 1990 to 1999); id. at 66 (“Institutional aid is an enrollment management tool. The granting of aid to a significant percentage of the class is necessary to fill the class with the number and quality of students needed, as most institutions are unable to enroll an adequate number of qualified students at their published price.”).